
CARL’S BIO 

Carl Giavanti, based in Portland, Ore., comes to wine marketing and media relations via the 

corporate technology software and services business. “I spent over 20 years building 

relationships with business executives in many industries and companies of all sizes. My 

primary skills are direct sales, marketing, project management and public relations, all of which 

transferred well to the wine industry, where I’ve been working since 2009”. 

Carl started working in media relations via the winery direct-to-consumer model in which he 

identified and targeted those “serious” wine consumers with whom wineries should be 

involved. He’s designed and focused on wine clubs because “I love the recurring revenue model 

and the resulting consumer commitment to the winery.” 

“Media Relations consulting was a natural development for me after years in direct sales. My 

only regret is that I didn’t get started in PR twenty years earlier”. Carl’s communications skill set 

relates to the marketing needs of his clients - for digital marketing and media engagement 

strategies, and addresses the need for relationships with the country’s wine writing community. 

“I identified the need to build a media relations strategy for my clients when Willamette Valley 

had a challenging vintage in 2007 and the recession began to become apparent,” says Carl. 

“Suddenly, small producers that were selling all their wines could no longer do that.” So, Carl 

asked, “How are you building your brand, and do you have a marketing plan?”  “I found that 

most didn’t have one. It was an opportunity for me to migrate from the corporate world of tech 

and software sales that I had been involved in when I moved to Portland, and create a 

marketing and PR firm: ‘change your latitude, change your attitude.’ And so I did.” 

Carl says “I gained a certain fearlessness; you learn that you can do pretty much anything. My 

years of tech sales, marketing and project management skills transferred to the wine industry.” 

So, just how did Carl cross over into the wine industry? 

“Many years of tasting and hearing technical questions asked by others, I learned enough to 

realize  it was something I was going to pursue the rest of my life. The trigger event occurred on 

a wine tour in Willamette Valley in 2008. I got involved in planning some of the tour; and 

decided this is something I’d be interested in doing in some capacity.  The experience 

confirmed there were lots of gaps to be filled for small wineries. Since starting my consulting 

business in 2009, I’ve worked with more than 50 wineries.” 

“For me, doing media relations work may be the highest form of marketing; and it’s the 

logical evolution for my clients; as well as for myself.” 


